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The onania club

The essential jazz experience is live performance and attentive listening, and the best place for this activity is a well-appointed jazz club. Running a club, however, is a tough business proposition - one that even years of experience won't necessarily make it easier. If you are considering life as a club owner, you need to
conduct in-depth research in the venue, costs and audience to succeed. Find a place. Space must be available for a lease of at least a year because you will need so much time to develop a constant clientele and establish the club among reviewers, local media and jazz fans. If the venue was not previously a music club,
you will need to check with your local zonal authority to make sure it is properly zoned for a commercial business and/or restaurant. Zoning laws tend to be more restrictive in dense urban areas, which is where many successful jazz clubs are located. You will want to be in a location where there is good local foot traffic,



sufficient parking and night facilities nearby, such as restaurants, hotels and shops to attract customers from. Prepare your seat with a customer stand, tables and chairs, a front stop for admission and bar service if you plan to provide drinks. You'll need a sound system with microphones, blackboard and speakers, as
well as a piano, as keyboards don't carry their instruments. Improve sound insulation by adding a second surface layer to existing walls and ceiling. A useful product for this purpose is dB-Bloc, a vinyl sound insulation that can be applied to the second wall. You can make acoustics even better by adding acoustic panels
or other, less expensive materials, would be egg box apartments. Prepare your bar with coolers, sinks, shelves, glassware, ice machines, ceddies bar and drinks. If you plan to serve food, you will also need to invest in commercial kitchen equipment and get a restaurant permit. Contact booking agents covering your
location and music speciality. Jazz agents offer lists of artists they represent exclusively, and any of them will be happy to discuss the available dates and fees. Their websites offer current travel programs, including dates and locations. They can also provide samples, biographies and a press kit that you can use for local
media. Once your club is set up, these agents will contact you to promote and schedule artists who may be planning a tour. To track down the agent for a specific artist, navigate website or facebook page of that artist. Also, following a Twitter artist's account will give you an idea of what she focuses on musically and
performance-wise to find out if she is right for your club. Promote your club by contacting local newspapers, radio stations, music websites and magazines. Provide them with press kits that include photos of the venue, a program of shows press releases with current events and general information. See if you can land a
place as a guest on the local jazz station, and give time and story to the local restaurant and beat the writers music. Gather a web page and email list with friends, acquaintances and anyone who might be interested in a jazz night. A social media presence is essential: Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are all useful in
taking out the word. The popularity of football has increased in the United States in recent years, prompting the rest of the world to ask, What has taken you so long? Major League Soccer wins presence and youth and adult leagues are sprouting up like grass on a pitch. And thanks to the strong results of the men's and
women's national teams, football crosses the gender lines like no other sport in the United States. If you want to bring sports to your own backyard, the first thing you need to do is put the word out and make sure you have enough interest to get at least four teams together. Social networking is a great place to start, and
you can always place ads on bulletin boards at community centers as well as in classified local paper. Then you will have to look for space to play. Check with local parks and recreation department for available areas and rates. Next, you'll want to put a budget together to figure out what the costs will be to run the league.
You may have to front some cash, but charging players a fee will help cover the costs. You can try to offset some of the player's costs by getting the business to sponsor the teams in exchange for a big logo on the back of the jersey team and maybe a banner or two at the games. You'll probably need to pay something
for your field time and you'll also need money for equipment, like balls and knee pads. Hopefully you will be able to find a football field that is already lined and has nets and goals, but if not, you will need this equipment as well. It's good to have a manager for each team in charge of taxes and list-setting. You will also
have to budget for referees for each game. And it's not a bad idea to have an insurance policy. In fact, some cities may require this, so don't forget to include this as a line item in your budget. Groucho Marx once said, I don't want to be part of a club that will accept me as a member. Take these words to heart, especially
in the case of Club 27. Club 27 is the somewhat morbid name for a large group of famous musicians who all died at the age of 27. Sometimes called Forever 27 Club, fans and conspiracy theorists believe that the high number of rock 'n' roll deaths (at least 50, according to the author Sounes) is not just a coincidence
[source: Lopez]. They feel that 27 years is a cursed age, the age at which influential musicians are most at risk of death. Advertising Theory certainly seems plausible. Plausible. just a small slice of musical stars who died at the age of 27: Amy Winehouse: five-time Grammy winner, found dead by an alcohol overdose in
2011Kurt Cobunge Nirvana: dead of a self-inflicted shooting wound in 1994 (although controversy revolves around the circumstances of his death)Jean-Michel Basquiat: acclaimed musician, artist and drug addict , found dead by an overdose in 1988Jimi Hendrix : influential guitarist, found dead from drugs and
asphyxiation on his own vomit in 1970Ron Pigpen McKernan: founding member of The Grateful Dead, dead of a gastrointestinal hemorrhage in 1973Jim Morrison: legendary man in front of the Doors, found dead in the bathtub due to an overdose in 1971 (although questions still abound on the exact circumstances of his
death)Janis Joplin : the famous psychedelic rock singer, found dead in the bathtub due to an overdose in 1971 (although questions still abound on the exact circumstances of his death)Janis Joplin: the famous psychedelic rock singer, , died of a heroin overdose in 1970 Unfortunately, the list goes on and on. But does
that really mean the age of 27 is cursed for rock stars? No, but it's true that famous musicians tend to die earlier than the rest of us. Professor Diana Kenny of the University of Sydney reported in a 2014 study that club 27 theory is nothing more than a myth. Rock stars don't die more often than we do at 27, but they tend
to die younger. Kenny watched musician deaths since 1950 and compared them to deaths in the wider population of the United States and found the average male musician dies in the late 50s, while the average American male dies around the age of 75. It focused on men because they comprise 90 percent of the music
industry's deaths [source: Taylor]. Chances are, famous musicians have a shorter lifespan because of their access to drugs, the hard and emotional life of self-medication that usually comes with the life of an artist. Why, then, is there so much emphasis on the age of 27? Probably because the term 27 Club is catchy and
interesting to think about. And because most of these deaths involved drug overdoses or strange circumstances, a certain mystique has occurred around them. Howard Sounes, author of a book about Club 27, points out to USA Today that many fans feel such a connection with their favorite musicians that they need an
explanation for their deaths. It is easier to accept that your idols were pre-intended to join the club, instead of facing the truth that they were simply victims of their own mortality [source: Lopez]. Luxury on the two SeaDream passenger ships 112 means the freedom to do what you want, would be to be on your own
Private. You don't have to wear a tie. You get pampered with champagne and caviar beach barbecues and can poolside lounge in sexy Balinese day beds for two. Ships have marinas equipped with water toys, including jet skies. The food is the top end, and the cabins come with such accessories, would be flat-screen
TVs. Night-time entertainment includes outdoor movies, piano songs and barefoot dancing at the top of the yacht bar. Yacht. drinks are included in the cruise rate. New and Newsworthy: New ports include Cooper Island in IVI and Vis, Croatia.Price: Weeklong Caribbean cruises at $1,999 per person. Geographical areas:
Mediterranean, Adriatic, Caribbean.Type: Luxury. Every item on this page was chosen by a Woman's Day editor. We may earn commission for some of the items you choose to buy. Dig in and dish about these titles, recommended by WD editors April 14, 2014 Getty Images Dig in and dish about these titles,
recommended by publishers WD 1 of 6 Good Reads A good book is quite enjoyable, but talking to friends makes it even better. Make your next best book club meeting yet thanks to these amazing suggestions. Click through to see the best season reads. 2 out of 6 Rising Journey After lasting health problems and
emotional blows, Gail learns to love the life she has, even if it seems impossible at times. This book celebrates finding support if you least expect it. New Life, Without Instructions, A Memoir by Gail Caldwell ($23; Amazon.com) 3 of 6 Gripping Mystery Dr. Charlotte Reese and her journalist boyfriend begin a search to
discover the identity of the comatose Jane Doe whose life Charlotte saved in her emergency room. Gemini, a novel by Carol Cassella ($25.99; Amazon.com) 4 of 6 Nostalgic Family Drama Recalling his hometown in 1960, narrator Frank Drum recounts the tragic events of the fateful summer that pushed him into
adulthood. Ordinary Grace, a novel by William Kent Krueger ($16; Amazon.com) 5 of 6 Heartwarming Love Story Widow Allie and her 5-year-old son move to her family's cabin for a fresh start. There, she faces the challenges of unique motherhood, renews old friendships and learns to take risks in search of a new love.
Up at Butternut Lake, a novel by Mary McBear ($14.99; Amazon.com) 6 out of 6 Caring Whodunit Mysterious Poisoning of a Young Girl in Beijing forever changes the lives of three friends. As adults, their paths to understanding the truth are hidden from self-doubt and pain. Kinder Than Solitude, a novel by Yiyun Li ($26;
Amazon.com) The following 8 ways to turn book club meetings into unforgettable Advertising experiences - Continue reading Below This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content
and similar content at piano.io piano.io
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